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The Keys
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a decade 

departed jan’s 

step-father maps 

the stars for her 

each clear 

night 

again
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Anoles 

arrived 

at an Age 

where two 

two-inch lizards

writhe in mortal combat 

in paleo-corals in the 

high noon sun
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At Sammy’s Creek

a man fishes from a bridge 
above a channel — once the great 

dreamroad of Flagler of rails & steam 
beyond the sea the tide surges toward 

the gulf & the fish refuse 
refuse 

hope hope is all 
we have & it fails 
casts & fails again

& still we hope 
& the hurricanes
scythe through

ruining 
everything 

everything

we will
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for 
a time an 

island sinking 
into open sea then 

imperfections in my 
eyes dancing birdlike 

at horizon where 
a white sail 

rides
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iguana 

scurries past

our chairs lizard 

brain meet lizard 

brains in fright 

deep time
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Where Flagler’s railroad 
old US 1 dead-ends
at a charred bridge 
on Lower Sugarloaf 

Key a sign reads

Report Gunfire 
Call 911

a van 
marked 

Border Patrol 
with black-tinted windows 

prowls slowly past 
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Little Torch Key

at the mouth 
of a residential 

canal deep-cut in 
ancient coral opening 

on the Florida Bay

at a last house the 
nation’s flag streams 

on a tall pole as 
brash as its brother 

unfurled on 
the windless 

moon 

overhead a pelican 
& its shadow coast 
untroubled by the 

flooding sea
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Little Torch Key

at the edge 

of the canal under a 

coconut palm the concrete 

mold of Mary blesses the fossil 

marl at her feet awaiting her 

inevitable date with gravity 

her head tilting to the 

left a frozen mask 

of maternal 

care 
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Memorial 

bleached 

cross of shells 

wired to a scarred 

concrete hurricane-

proof power line

a posy of pale

paper flowers 

at its base
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mourning 

doves murmurous

wings deep diving to 

the tops of the coconut

palms reflected in 

the dawn canal 

as sun 

crests

horizon 

world 

rights

itself

doves 

take to 

actual

sky
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night 

after night 

light

of the waxing 

moon overpowers 

Orion

blind 

hunter

how

vacant

this 

universe
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one always perforce 

obey’d my father’s dire 

commands counting one 

two... stargazing by 

the shore we

call upon 

the skies 

to spy 

a meteor 

in flame 

one two

threeeeeee
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Sombrero Beach

a lone sail sinks 

below the turquoise 

horizon as pairs of doves

in the mangroves grieve for 

all those drowned at sea my 

mother’s father’s father’s 

father overboard 

around cape 

horn

while mockingbirds

improvising on a 

chain-link 

fence

who 

charm the 

vacant endless 

vocables of waves

on shore
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The Day Ed Baker Died 

late 

afternoon 

as we headed 

north over US 1 an 

ambulance barreling 

south lights & sirens

flashing blasting Jan 

drops her head looks

silently away she lifts

her right hand to her 

heart another

person 

unknown in 

terrible distress


